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  Japanese Legacy Timothy J. Lukes,Gary Y.
Okihiro,1985
  Creating Campus Community William M.
McDonald,2007-07-23 We have at our disposal one of
the greatest vehicles for...community-building
known to humankind--the one called education. --
from the foreword by Parker Palmer Connecting
authentically and deeply with others across all
dimensions of life enriches the human spirit. The
sense of community resulting from such connections
is a hallmark of a supportive campus environment,
which we know is an important factor in enhancing
student learning. The contributions to this book
offer a vision we can work toward and provide
instructive examples from different types of
institutions to point the way. --George D. Kuh,
chancellor's professor and director, National
Survey of Student Engagement, Indiana University
Ernie Boyer was a giant in higher education. This
book, a resource guide, focuses on one of his
great loves--campus community. The book examines
his contributions and offers a compelling agenda
for action. --Arthur Levine, president, Teachers
College, Columbia University This well-written and
timely book draws on the lessons learned from five
very different institutions as they attempted to
address a major challenge to higher education-
building effective campus communities.
Practitioners will find this to be an invaluable
resource and guide as they attempt to bring Ernie
Boyer's vision to life on their campuses. A great
tribute to one of America's leading educators! --
Charles C. Schroeder, professor of higher
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education, University of Missouri-Columbia There
is no topic more important in higher education
today than creating campus community. McDonald and
his associates have indeed lived up to Ernest
Boyer's legacy by presenting us with a remarkable
set of campus models for us to admire. . . and
emulate. --Yolanda T. Moses, president, American
Association for Higher Education This book comes
at an auspicious time of educational
transformation. Like the Boyer Center, this book's
fundamental priority in meeting today's
challenging new realities is the discovery and
creation of new forms of community. --Glen R.
Bucher, executive director, the Boyer Center
  African Legacy Bernard Lugan,2003 Did
colonization really result in the wholesale
plundering of Africa's natural resources? Did
Europe and America get rich at the expense of
Africa and her people? Not according to Lugan, who
challenges conventional wisdom and makes a plea
for greater responsibility for Africa itself.
  Heritage as Community Research Graham,
Helen,Vergunst, Jo,2019-03-13 Heritage as
Community Research explores the nature of
contemporary heritage research involving
university and community partners. Putting forward
a new view of heritage as a process of research
and involvement with the past, undertaken with or
by the communities for whom it is relevant, the
book uses a diverse range of case studies, with
many chapters co-written between academics and
community partners. Through this extensive work,
the Editors show that the process of research
itself can be an empowering force by which
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communities stake a claim in the places they live.
  Legality and Community Philip Selznick,2002
Twenty-three essays from the fields of sociology,
legal theory, social theory, and moral philosophy
consider the role of basic moral and social
commitments, the ideal of legality, the sociology
of institutions, and the search for community.
Questions surrounding the need for responsive law
and governance, the development of humane
institutions, and the balance between freedom and
communal life are expressly considered. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
  Rural Communities Cornelia Butler Flora,Jan L.
Flora,Stephen P. Gasteyer,2015-08-04 Combines an
essential theoretical framework with illustrative
stories to show the dynamics of stability and
change in America's rural communities.
  Creating Campus Community William M.
McDonald,2002-10-15 We have at our disposal one of
the greatest vehiclesfor...community-building
known to humankind--the one callededucation. --
from the foreword by Parker Palmer Connecting
authentically and deeply with others across
alldimensions of life enriches the human spirit.
The sense ofcommunity resulting from such
connections is a hallmark of asupportive campus
environment, which we know is an important
factorin enhancing student learning. The
contributions to this book offera vision we can
work toward and provide instructive examples
fromdifferent types of institutions to point the
way. --George D. Kuh,chancellor's professor and
director, National Survey of StudentEngagement,
Indiana University Ernie Boyer was a giant in
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higher education. This book, a resourceguide,
focuses on one of his great loves--campus
community. Thebook examines his contributions and
offers a compelling agenda foraction. --Arthur
Levine, president, Teachers College,
ColumbiaUniversity This well-written and timely
book draws on the lessons learnedfrom five very
different institutions as they attempted to
addressa major challenge to higher education-
building effective campuscommunities.
Practitioners will find this to be an
invaluableresource and guide as they attempt to
bring Ernie Boyer's vision tolife on their
campuses. A great tribute to one of America's
leadingeducators! --Charles C. Schroeder,
professor of higher education,University of
Missouri-Columbia There is no topic more important
in higher education today thancreating campus
community. McDonald and his associates have
indeedlived up to Ernest Boyer's legacy by
presenting us with aremarkable set of campus
models for us to admire. . . and emulate.--Yolanda
T. Moses, president, American Association for
HigherEducation This book comes at an auspicious
time of educationaltransformation. Like the Boyer
Center, this book's fundamentalpriority in meeting
today's challenging new realities is thediscovery
and creation of new forms of community. --Glen
R.Bucher, executive director, the Boyer Center
  Judge Richard S. Arnold Polly J.
Price,2009-09-25 Through internal court documents,
interviews, and Arnold's diaries, Price traces the
former judge's life, career, and political
transformation from an elite Southerner with deep
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misgivings about Brown v. Board of Education to a
modern champion of civil rights.
  The Battle that Forged Modern Baseball Daniel R.
Levitt,2012-03-09 In late 1913 the newly formed
Federal League declared itself a major league in
competition with the established National and
American Leagues. Backed by some of America’s
wealthiest merchants and industrialists, the new
organization posed a real challenge to baseball’s
prevailing structure. For the next two years the
well-established leagues fought back furiously in
the press, in the courts, and on the field. The
story of this fascinating and complex historical
battle centers on the machinations of both the
owners and the players, as the Federals struggled
for profits and status, and players organized
baseball’s first real union. Award winning author,
Daniel R. Levitt gives us the most authoritative
account yet published of the short-lived Federal
League, the last professional baseball league to
challenge the National League and American League
monopoly.
  Heritage and Community Engagement Emma
Waterton,Steve Watson,2013-09-13 This book is
about the way that professionals in archaeology
and in other sectors of heritage interact with a
range of stakeholder groups, communities and the
wider public. Whilst these issues have been
researched and discussed over many years and in
many geographical contexts, the debate seems to
have settled into a comfortable stasis wherein it
is assumed that all that can be done by way of
engagement has been done and there is little left
to achieve. In some cases, such engagement is
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built on legislation or codes of ethics and there
can be little doubt that it is an important and
significant aspect of heritage policy. This book
is different, however, because it questions not so
much the motivations of heritage professionals but
the nature of the engagement itself, the extent to
which this is collaborative or contested and the
implications this has for the communities
concerned. Furthermore, in exploring these issues
in a variety of contexts around the world, it
recognises that heritage provides a source of
engagement within communities that is separate
from professional discourse and can thus enable
them to find voices of their own in the political
processes that concern them and affect their
development, identity and well-being. This book
was published as a special issue of the
International Journal of Heritage Studies.
  Community-based Heritage in Africa Peter R.
Schmidt,2017-03-03 This volume provides a powerful
alternative to the Western paradigms that have
governed archaeological inquiry and heritage
studies in Africa. Community-based Heritage
Research in Africa boldly shifts focus away from
top-down community engagements, usually instigated
by elite academic and heritage institutions, to
examine locally initiated projects. Schmidt
explores how and why local research initiatives,
which are often motivated by rapid culture change
caused by globalization, arose among the Haya
people of western Tanzania. In particular, the
trauma of HIV/AIDS resulted in the loss of elders
who had performed oral traditions and rituals at
sacred places, the two most recognized forms of
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heritage among the Haya as well as distinct
alternatives to the authorized heritage discourse
favored around the globe. Examining three local
initiatives, Schmidt draws on his experience as an
anthropologist invited to collaborate and co-
produce with the Haya to provide a poignant
rendering of the successes, conflicts, and
failures that punctuated their participatory
community research efforts. This frank appraisal
privileges local voices and focuses attention on
the unique and important contributions that such
projects can make to the preservation of regional
history. Through this blend of personalized
narrative and analytical examination, the book
provides fresh insights into African archaeology
and heritage studies.
  Conscience & Community Paul N. Ylvisaker,1999
Collection of speeches and writings from 1949 to
1990.
  The Federal Reporter ,1919 Includes cases argued
and determined in the District Courts of the
United States and, Mar./May 1880-Oct./Nov. 1912,
the Circuit Courts of the United States;
Sept./Dec. 1891-Sept./Nov. 1924, the Circuit
Courts of Appeals of the United States; Aug./Oct.
1911-Jan./Feb. 1914, the Commerce Court of the
United States; Sept./Oct. 1919-Sept./Nov. 1924,
the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
  Community Heritage in the Arab Region Arwa
Badran,Shatha Abu-Khafajah,Sarah
Elliott,2022-11-07 This book investigates
approaches to community heritage within the Arab
region and the underlying theories associated with
these approaches. It aims, within the context of
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the region, to define ‘community’ and ‘heritage’,
as well as examine the emergence and development
of this field. The volume’s contributors deploy a
wealth of case studies from the Middle East and
North Africa to provide a unique forum for
discussion, comparability, analysis and deeper
understandings of current trends in community
heritage. In particular, the volume explores the
relationship between communities and their
heritage, the meanings and values placed upon it,
the nature and degree of community participation
and engagement in its interpretation and
management, and how its different registers affect
and produce sometimes unexpected community
heritage formations. It also examines the level of
responsibility held within the profession towards
this essentially democratic process of public
participation in their heritage in a region shaped
by controversial histories, political turmoil and
tourism-driven economies. The volume builds on
current research and practice in community
heritage globally by debating and re-centring a
suite of familiar and new issues related to
hitherto under-researched regional-specific
methodologies, and developing fresh insight into
the theoretical underpinning of these practices.
It will be of value to heritage scholars and
practitioners as well as those interested in
politics, identity, education and the dynamics of
heritage-based sustainable development.
  A Community Empowerment Approach to Heritage
Management Evangelos Kyriakidis,2019-11-26 This
book presents an innovative approach to public
archaeology in a rural community, which has had
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powerful results in terms of empowering a village
community in Crete to become long-term guardians
of their cultural heritage. Highlighting the
theoretical and local contexts of the Philioremos
Peak Sanctuary Public Archeology Project, this
book explores the methodology and the project
outcomes, and assesses best practice in the field
of public archaeology within a rural community. As
well as expanding the research on Minoan peak
sanctuaries, the volume contributes to a greater
understanding of how rural communities can be
successfully engaged in the management of
heritage, and is relevant to archaeologists and
other heritage professionals wishing to understand
the latest developments in public archaeology.
  Community Archaeology and Heritage in Africa
Peter R. Schmidt,Innocent Pikirayi,2016-06-17 This
volume provides new insights into the distinctive
contributions that community archaeology and
heritage make to the decolonization of
archaeological practice. Using innovative
approaches, the contributors explore important
initiatives which have protected and revitalized
local heritage, initiatives that involved
archaeologists as co-producers rather than
leaders. These case studies underline the need
completely reshape archaeological practice,
engaging local and indigenous communities in
regular dialogue and recognizing their distinctive
needs, in order to break away from the top-down
power relationships that have previously
characterized archaeology in Africa. Community
Archaeology and Heritage in Africa reflects a
determined effort to change how archaeology is
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taught to future generations. Through community-
based participatory approaches, archaeologists and
heritage professionals can benefit from shared
resources and local knowledge; and by sharing
decision-making with members of local communities,
archaeological inquiry can enhance their way of
life, ameliorate their human rights concerns, and
meet their daily needs to build better futures.
Exchanging traditional power structures for
research design and implementation, the examples
outlined in this volume demonstrate the
discipline’s exciting capacity to move forward to
achieve its potential as a broader, more
accessible, and more inclusive field.
  Atom and Void J. Robert Oppenheimer,2014-07-14
J. Robert Oppenheimer was one of the outstanding
physicists of his generation. He was also an
immensely gifted writer and speaker, who thought
deeply about the way that scientific discoveries
have changed the way people live and think.
Displaying his subtlety of thought and expression
as do few other documents, this book of his
lectures discusses the moral and cultural
implications of developments in modern physics.
Originally published in 1989. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology
to again make available previously out-of-print
books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library
is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published
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by Princeton University Press since its founding
in 1905.
  Where Do We Go from Here Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.,2010-01-01 In 1967, Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., isolated himself from the demands of the
civil rights movement, rented a house in Jamaica
with no telephone, and labored over his final
manuscript. In this significantly prophetic work,
which has been unavailable for more than ten
years, we find King's acute analysis of American
race relations and the state of the movement after
a decade of civil rights efforts. Here he lays out
his thoughts, plans, and dreams for America's
future, including the need for better jobs, higher
wages, decent housing, and quality education. With
a universal message of hope that continues to
resonate, King demanded an end to global
suffering, powerfully asserting that humankind-for
the first time-has the resources and technology to
eradicate poverty.
  The Federal Cases ,1895
  Handbook of Heritage, Community, and Native
American Languages in the United States Terrence
G. Wiley,Joy Kreeft Peyton,Donna Christian,Sarah
Catherine K. Moore,Na Liu,2014-01-03 Co-published
by the Center for Applied Linguistics Timely and
comprehensive, this state-of-the-art overview of
major issues related to heritage, community, and
Native American languages in the United States,
based on the work of noted authorities, draws from
a variety of perspectives—the speakers; use of the
languages in the home, community, and wider
society; patterns of acquisition, retention, loss,
and revitalization of the languages; and specific
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education efforts devoted to developing stronger
connections with and proficiency in them.
Contributions on language use, programs and
instruction, and policy focus on issues that are
applicable to many heritage language contexts.
Offering a foundational perspective for serious
students of heritage, community, and Native
American languages as they are learned in the
classroom, transmitted across generations in
families, and used in communities, the volume
provides background on the history and current
status of many languages in the linguistic mosaic
of U.S. society and stresses the importance of
drawing on these languages as societal, community,
and individual resources, while also noting their
strategic importance within the context of
globalization.
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